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Genetically modified organisms (“GMOs”) and genetically engineered foods are now known health risks. GMOs were developed and then used rapidly throughout the United States as an exciting technological advance, without assessment of potential environmental and human health impacts. As a result, 80% of food in the United States contains GMOs, and the United States continues to avoid labeling or restrictive policy of the industry. Compared to the European Union’s highly restrictive policies, which include strict GMO labeling, limits on imports, and extensive testing, the United States appears to be doing nothing. GMO consumption has now been linked to a rise in the number of autism cases; where a genetic risk already exists, the consumption of GMOs may catalyze the risk of autism. The United States, as a matter of human health and environmental concern, should implement a labeling scheme and GMO regulatory policy.

The impact of the environment on human health is now undeniable. Science has proven chemical exposure, whether inhaled or consumed through household products and food, adversely impacts human health. The connection between consumption of food containing hazardous chemicals and the resulting health effects has been straightforwardly established. The most current debate and investigation, however, involve genetically modified food containing GMOs. Studies suggest GMOs adversely affect human health, including causing allergic reactions, illness, and toxic effects similar to those of more common illness-causing chemicals. The likelihood of these unfortunate health effects has increased at the same time as 80% of the processed food in the United States has come to contain GMOs.

Further, the proliferation of GMOs parallels the rapid increase of autism diagnoses. One out of every eighty-eight children in the United States is diagnosed with autism. The linkage between GMOs and the increasing prevalence of autism cases cannot be isolated as one factor but a myriad. Most research around causes and prevention of autism has targeted genetics, yet “there’s genetics and there’s environment. And genetics don’t change in such short periods of time...” Since genetics are more static than other factors, the time has come to look at environmental factors. Studies have already begun exhausting research on the effect of prenatal exposure to toxic chemicals and other environmental factors on autism. Chief among the untapped factors contributing to the rise of autism in the United States is the correlation between the widespread use and consumption of GMOs and the increase in cases of autism.

Several reports acknowledge the relationship between diet and autism. This correlation has been succinctly explained by Dr. Wallinga of the Institute for Agriculture and Trade Policy as “to better address the explosion of autism, it’s critical we consider how unhealthy diets interfere with the body’s ability to eliminate toxic chemicals” which leads to an increase in developmental health problems such as autism. Soy, milk, and starches are included as some of the main foods reported to affect autism. The commonalities of these specific food products make it difficult to call their connection to autism coincidental. Starches are made almost entirely from genetically modified corn, soy is the leading GMO crop, and most milk is laden with rBGH hormone.

It can be deduced that as consumption of GMOs is increasingly difficult to avoid, so too are the growing health risks associated with GMOs. Despite this problem, the United States still lacks a basic GMO-labeling scheme, let alone any other comprehensive policy. Rather, confronted with an issue affecting human health, the United States has continued to encourage GMO production without implementing policy to protect human health.

As compared to the action Europe has taken, it appears as though the United States is doing very little. Europe applies the precautionary principle, strictly regulating genetically engineered foods. Conversely, the United States approved GMOs under the National Environmental Policy Act, the U.S. Food and Drug Administration merely allows voluntary GMO labeling on consumer food products, and a U.S. Department of Agriculture mechanism inconsistently regulates crops. The United States merely provides a space for companies to submit crop testing data with no independent verifying body. Alternatively, crop testing in Europe has been more successful through accountability mechanisms, including use of an independent agency that provides independent verification.

On the heels of the Supreme Court’s decision to deny an appeal to reverse a decision to allow the extension of GMO patent exhaustion, the United States needs to steadily change the course of GMOs’ threat to health for future generations. Exposure to GMOs is a threat to every individual’s health, but for those with a genetic predisposition for autism (linked to rare genetic mutations) it is important to identify and take action on those factors that are identified as contributing to the environmental influence that can catalyze the genetic risk.

For the sake of lessening the risk of autism by decreasing the impact of environmental harm, the United States can choose
from several approaches. For example, the United States government could successfully, and to its end, employ the precautionary principle. The precautionary principle states “where there are threats of serious or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific certainty shall not be used as a reason for postponing cost-effective measures to prevent environmental degradation.”

It can be argued that the United States is a persistent objector to the precautionary principle on the international level. However, the United States still has an overt legal obligation under supersed-ing international human rights law to address the known harm of GMOs.

At the most basic human level where GMOs are at issue, article 12 of the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights is invoked: humans have the right to the highest attainable standard of physical health as well as the improvement of environmental hygiene and the right to healthy development of the child. Specifically, with respect to autism, the United States’ obligation to take steps to lessen the health impacts of GMOs points directly to right of children to the “highest attainable standard of health,” under article 24 of the Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Ultimately, as the strength of the connection between GMOs, the environment, and autism continues to grow, the United States government needs to act. The paths the government can take are unlimited, starting with either mandatory GMO labeling or an all out ban on GMOs. In between lay an entire spectrum of policy approaches to lessen the health risks posed by GMOs, and in taking action, the United States has a chance to lessen the number of children on a different spectrum; decreasing environmental impact on the genetic risks of autism.
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